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We have studied on robot-audition-based sound source
localization using a microphone array embedded on a
UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) to locate people who
need assistance in a disaster-stricken area. A local-
ization method with high robustness against noise and
a small calculation cost have been proposed to solve a
problem specific to the outdoor sound environment. In
this paper, the proposed method is extended for prac-
tical use, a system based on the method is designed
and implemented, and results of sound source local-
ization conducted in the actual outdoor environment
are shown. First, a 2.5-dimensional sound source lo-
calization method, which is a two-dimensional sound
source localization plus distance estimation, is pro-
posed. Then, the offline sound source localization
system is structured using the proposed method, and
the accuracy of the localization results is evaluated
and discussed. As a result, the usability of the pro-
posed extended method and newly developed three-
dimensional visualization tool is confirmed, and a
change in the detection accuracy for different types
or distances of the sound source is found. Next, the
sound source localization is conducted in real-time by
extending the offline system to online to ensure that
the detection performance of the offline system is kept
in the online system. Moreover, the relationship be-
tween the parameters and detection accuracy is evalu-
ated to localize only a target sound source. As a result,
indices to determine an appropriate threshold are ob-
tained and localization of a target sound source is re-
alized at a designated accuracy.

Keywords: robot audition, sound source localization,
multiple signal classification, actual environmental mea-

surement, unmanned aerial vehicle

1. Introduction

Research on outdoor sound processing is important, as
it can be applied to various fields, such as measurement.
In the Impulsing Paradigm Change through Disruptive
Technologies Program (ImPACT) of the Cabinet Office,
the Tough Robotics Challenge was launched to develop
remote autonomous robots, which can work robustly in an
extreme disaster environment. The importance of the base
technologies of outdoor robots is thus being recognized.
The analysis of an outdoor sound environment is an im-
portant theme as extreme audition in the Tough Robotics
Challenge.

We have been studying sound source localization us-
ing a microphone array embedded on a UAV (unmanned
aerial vehicle) with an aim to locate people who need
assistance in a disaster-stricken area, based on the robot
audition technology we developed. The robot audition
is a Japan-originated research field, where interaction
with people is realized mostly using indoor robots hav-
ing ears [1]. To hear with ear of robots, remote recog-
nition of speech is needed. To achieve this, we need to
handle various kinds of noises. Thus, we studied various
functions such as sound source localization, sound source
separation and speech recognition using microphone ar-
ray processing [2–5]. Sound processing technology us-
ing the microphone array has been studied in different
approaches [6–11]. Moreover, the developed robot audi-
tion technologies have been released to the public as open
source software HARK (Honda Research Institute Japan
Audition for Robots with Kyoto University).1

1. http://www.hark.jp/ [Accessed January 24, 2017]
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1.1. Difference Between Indoor and Outdoor Sound
Environment Analysis

The above-mentioned noise problem is qualitatively
different for indoor and outdoor environments. There-
fore, the approach to the problem is different even though
the same noise suppression technology is used. In the in-
door environment, it is necessary to consider not only the
noise from the surroundings, but also the reverberation
effect. Reverberation is a serious problem, particularly,
in speech recognition, which is known to be less robust
against reverberation. It is difficult to avoid reverberation
in an ordinary room because the room comprises walls, a
ceiling, a floor, and other objects that reflect sound. There
are competitions in international conferences, such as the
Reverb Challenge for reverberation suppression technol-
ogy.2 On the other hand, reverberation contains infor-
mation from the sound environment of the room. For
example, using reverberation, sound source localization
can be performed, although the accuracy is not as high
as the accuracy of the sound source distance estimation
using azimuth and elevation angles [11]. In a general out-
door environment, except in special situations, we do not
have to consider the effects of reverberation, which also
indicates that sound source distance estimation is diffi-
cult in an outdoor environment. Moreover, noise from the
surroundings changes dynamically over a large dynamic
range. The spatial distribution of the sound speed is not
uniform and changes over time due to changes of wind,
humidity, and temperature. There are many noise sources
which cannot be identified as a point sound source and
that cannot be modeled.

1.2. Related Studies of Outdoor Sound Environ-
ment Analysis

We have studied sound source localization methods
based on the MUSIC (multiple signal classification)
method [12] to solve the above problem, specific to the
outdoor sound environment. The sound source local-
ization methods include a cross-correlation method, and
DSBF (delay and sum beamforming) [8, 10]. The MU-
SIC method is advantageous in that its spatial resolution
is higher than that of the other methods. However, it has
problems about significant reduction of accuracy in a dy-
namically changing noise environment and large calcula-
tion cost in eigenvalue decomposition processing. Solu-
tions to the problems have been studied. For example,
we proposed the method that handled dynamically chang-
ing noise by extending the GEVD-MUSIC (MUSIC based
on generalized eigenvalue decomposition) [6] method for
indoor sound source localization, iGEVD-MUSIC (incre-
mental GEVD-MUSIC) [4]. The GEVD-MUSIC method
can accurately localize a sound source even in a noisy en-
vironment which cannot be modeled, because sound sig-
nals recorded in advance are used to estimate a noise cor-
relation matrix that gives noise information. However, it
is difficult to handle dynamically changing noise with this

2. http://reverb2014.dereverberation.com/ [Accessed January 24, 2017]

method. On the other hand, the estimation of the noise
correlation matrix with the iGEVD-MUSIC method uses
past sound signals before the target time period under the
assumption that noise is stationary in a short-time. Thus,
the noise correlation matrix can be dynamically estimated
and the outdoor sound source localization performance
can be significantly improved. To extend these methods
and respond to a change of noises by a UAV, a method
of using a Gaussian process to obtain status information
of the UAV for dynamical estimation of a noise correla-
tion matrix was proposed [13]. In addition, to reduce the
calculation cost of GEVD, we proposed the method as an
extension to the GSVD-MUSIC (MUSIC based on gener-
alized singular value decomposition) method [7], iGSVD-
MUSIC (incremental GSVD-MUSIC) [5]. This method
can handle the estimation error of the noise correlation
matrix using in combination with the CMS (correlation
matrix scaling) method, which can scale the amplitude
of the noise correlation matrix. With these methods, a
speech source at a distance of approximately 15 m and a
clear sound source, such as a whistle, at a distance of ap-
proximately 20 m could be accurately localized. In this
way, the element technologies of the sound source local-
ization technology have been developed in a robust form
against the outdoor environment.

1.3. Problem and Approach
However, these technologies have the following practi-

cal problems.

1. Only one-dimensional sound source localization (az-
imuth angle) is performed, although the outdoor en-
vironment is three-dimensional.

2. There is no visualization tool to display sound source
localization results in three dimensions, and it is dif-
ficult to see the results intuitively.

We attempt to solve these problems in this paper.
To solve the first problem, by extending the existing

method to involve altitude localization, a robust method of
sound source localization on an azimuth-elevation angle
plane was proposed. Additionally, sound source localiza-
tion providing information regarding the azimuth angle,
elevation angle, and distance, was realized by estimating
the distance to the sound source, based on the assumption
that the source was located near the ground.

To solve the second problem, a new visualization tool,
which realizes a three-dimensional display of a sound
source localization result, was developed. Several visu-
alization tools have been reported thus far showing the
results of sound source localization performed by a re-
motely operated robot [14–16]. However, it was diffi-
cult for a third party to intuitively understand the sound
source location, relative to the robot and surrounding en-
vironment, because visualization was made from a view-
point of robot. In order to obtain a visualization tool with
which the UAV situation and sound source localization
results can be seen from a viewpoint of third party, a tool
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that displays three-dimensional position data from a sen-
sor on the UAV and results of the sound source localiza-
tion on Google EarthTM was developed. Because users
can change the viewpoint freely on Google EarthTM, they
can intuitively check the surrounding environment, UAV,
and sound source.

A system using these proposed methods and tools was
structured, tested, and evaluated. First, an offline system
was designed. The iGEVD-MUSIC method, which in-
volves large calculation cost but has high performance,
was used to structure the system. Sound signals obtained
in the experiment were processed offline and used to eval-
uate the system. Next, the offline system was extended to
an online system for real time processing. The iGSVD-
MUSIC method, which requires less calculation cost, was
used for the online system to perform the real time pro-
cessing. Sound signals obtained in an actual environment
were processed online, evaluated, and discussed.

2. Sound Source Localization Method

In this section, the proposed sound source localization
method is described.

2.1. iGEVD-MUSIC and iGSVD-MUSIC Methods
As mentioned in Section 1.2, various MUSIC methods

have been proposed. The iGEVD-MUSIC method, which
achieves higher performance than the other MUSIC meth-
ods, is used in the offline system. The iGEVD-MUSIC
method was developed by improving the GEVD-MUSIC
method to realize successive noise correlation matrix es-
timation. With the improved method, one can perform ro-
bust sound source localization in a dynamically changing
noise environment. The iGSVD-MUSIC method is used
in the online system to ensure real time processing. The
iGSVD-MUSIC method can localize a sound source with
a small calculation cost, even in a dynamically changing
noise environment.

The algorithm is described. M channel input sound sig-
nals of the f -th frame are Fourier transformed to Z(ω, f ),
from which a correlation matrix R(ω, f ) is defined as fol-
lows:

R(ω, f ) =
1
TR

f +TR−1

∑
τ= f

Z(ω,τ)Z∗(ω,τ). . . (1)

ω is the frequency bin number, TR is the number of frames
used for the correlation matrix calculation, and Z∗ is a
complex conjugate transpose of Z. Next, for f -th frame,
the section of the length of TN frames from the f − fs-th
frame is assumed to be a noise section, and the noise cor-
relation matrix K(ω, f ) is calculated.

K(ω, f ) =
1

TN

f + fs

∑
τ= f− fs−TN

Z(ω,τ)Z∗(ω,τ) . . (2)

The GEVD-MUSIC method uses the noise correlation
matrix calculated in advance from the given noise sec-

tion, and hence, cannot respond to a dynamical change in
noise. The iGEVD-MUSIC method and iGSVD-MUSIC
method can estimate noise in each frame and is able to
respond to a dynamical change in noise. The noise com-
ponent can be whitened by multiplying K−1 to R from the
left. The iGEVD-MUSIC method calculates eigenvectors
through a GEVD of thus obtained K−1(ω, f )R(ω, f ).

K−1(ω, f )R(ω, f ) = X(ω, f )Λ(ω, f )X∗(ω, f ) (3)

Λ(ω, f ) is a matrix with diagonal components that are
eigenvalues in a descending order. X(ω, f ) is a matrix
containing eigenvectors corresponding to Λ(ω, f ). Using
X , and a transfer function, G(ω,ψ), corresponding to the
sound source direction, ψ in the UAV coordinate system,
the MUSIC space spectrum, P(ω,ψ, f ), is calculated.

P(ω,ψ, f ) =
|G∗(ω,ψ)G(ω,ψ)|

M

∑
m=L+1

|G∗(ω,ψ)xm(ω,ψ)|
. . (4)

L is the number of target sound sources, and xm is the
m-th eigenvector contained in X . The iGSVD-MUSIC
method calculates singular vectors through the GSVD of
K−1(ω, f )R(ω, f ).

K−1(ω, f )R(ω, f ) = Yl(ω, f )Σ(ω, f )Y∗
r (ω, f ) (5)

Σ(ω, f ) is a matrix with diagonal components that are sin-
gular values in a descending order. Yl(ω, f ) and Yr(ω, f )
are matrices containing singular vectors corresponding to
Σ(ω, f ). Then, the MUSIC space spectrum, P(ω,ψ, f ),
is calculated as in the iGEVD-MUSIC method.

P(ω,ψ, f ) =
|G∗(ω,ψ)G(ω,ψ)|

M

∑
m=L+1

|G∗(ω,ψ)ym(ω,ψ)|
. . (6)

ym is the m-th singular vector contained in Yl . P(ω,ψ, f )
thus obtained is average over ω direction to estimate the
direction of the sound source.

P̄(ψ, f ) =
1

ωH −ωL +1

ωH

∑
ω=ωL

P(ω,ψ, f ) . . . (7)

ωH and ωL are indices corresponding to the upper and
lower limits of the used frequency bin, respectively.
Threshold processing and peak detection are performed
for P̄(ψ, f ) and ψ of the obtained peak is detected as the
sound source direction.

2.2. Two-Dimensional Sound Source Localization
Including Elevation Angle

In general, the sound source direction ψ is presented
only by the azimuth angle θ and this one-dimensional lo-
calization is sufficient for indoor use. However, for out-
door sound source localization by a UAV, localization of
the elevation angle φ is also necessary. Therefore, in the
proposed method, this one dimension is extended to two
dimensions as follows:

ψ = (θ ,φ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8)
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This definition does not lose the generality of the above
MUSIC algorithm. In what follows, θ is defined with the
front direction of the UAV being set to 0◦ and the back
direction set to 180◦ (−180◦). θ increases from −180◦
to 180◦, counterclockwise, and the evaluation is made in
this range. φ is defined with the vertical downward di-
rection of the UAV being set to −90◦ and the horizontal
direction set to 0◦. The evaluation is made in the range
of φ from −90◦ to 0◦. The threshold processing and peak
detection needs to be performed, not on the θ line, but on
the θ -φ plane. In this method, the following single sound
source was assumed and localized it by simply detecting
a maximum value.

Ψ( f ) = argmaxψ∈{ψ|P̄(ψ, f )≥Pth}P̄(ψ, f ) . . . (9)

Pth is a threshold for the judgment of sound source.

2.3. Sound Source Distance Estimation
A method of estimating, not only the azimuth and el-

evation angles, but also distance to the sound source is
described. The sound source direction is presented as
Ψ( f ) = |Θ( f ),Φ( f )| in the polar coordinate system, as
in the previous section. This is because the direction is
presented in a three-dimensional form in Cartesian coor-
dinate system, consisting of the axes x, y, and z, and the
sound source localization with azimuth and elevation an-
gle information is often called three-dimensional sound
source localization. However, because it contains only
the azimuth and elevation angles, it is not actually three-
dimensional sound source localization. For realization of
true three-dimensional sound source localization, estima-
tion of distance to the sound source is necessary. To an-
alyze an outdoor sound environment, distance informa-
tion would also need to be estimated to display the sound
source on a map. However, because, as mentioned in the
previous section, it is difficult to use reverberation, which
is an important cue for estimation of distance, the sound
source distance estimation is a difficult problem in an out-
door environment. This problem is circumvented by as-
suming that the sound source is located near the ground
(at the height of a person’s mouth). First, the sound source
direction, which is obtained from the UAV coordinate sys-
tem, is converted to the absolute coordinate system us-
ing the posture information of the UAV obtained from
the navigation data, in order to derive a pair of azimuth
and elevation angles [A,E] in the absolute coordinate sys-
tem. With the altitude of the UAV from the ground being
expressed as h, and that of the sound source as hsrc, the
sound source distance can be given as follows:

D =
∣∣∣∣
h−hsrc

sin(E)

∣∣∣∣ . . . . . . . . . . . . (10)

Thus, the sound source position can be expressed as fol-
lows, if the center of the UAV is taken as origin:

Ps = [A,E,D] (in polar coordinate system) . (11)
= [Dcos(E)cos(A),−Dcos(E)sin(A),Dsin(E)]

(in Cartesian coordinate system) . (12)

In this paper, a combination of the two-dimensional sound
source localization and estimation of the distance infor-
mation is called 2.5 dimensional sound source localiza-
tion.

3. Offline Sound Source Localization in Actual
Environment

First, an offline sound source localization system was
structured using the proposed method, and then, evalu-
ated and discussed experimental results of sound source
localization performed in an actual environment.

3.1. Measurement Situation
An outdoor evaluation experiment was performed.

Twenty-one different sounds were generated from a
speaker and localized these sound. A Pelican (AscTec)
and Zion (enRoute) were used as the UAVs. The pay-
load was 650 g and 4.0 kg, and flight time was 16 min
and 30 min, respectively. The Pelican has a gyro, altitude
sensor, GPS, acceleration sensor, and magnetic sensor to
collect navigation data such as position, posture, veloc-
ity, and acceleration. As shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b),
a compact, light-weight microphone array consisting of
16 MEMS microphones is attached around or under the
UAVs. As shown in Fig. 1(c), a similar microphone array
is attached around a helium-gas balloon, with which the
same experiment is performed as the UAVs. The arrows
in the figure indicate the position of the microphones. Ta-
ble 1 shows the measurement condition. The experiments
were performed with two conditions, “Fixed” and “Fly-
ing,” to record sound signals. In the “Fixed,” the UAVs
were fixed, even with the rotor spinning. In the “Flying,”
the UAVs flew and hovered. However, the balloon could
not be completely fixed, as it was easily affected by wind.
Compared to the “Fixed,” the flying UAVs were largely
impacted by the wind and had to respond to a dynam-
ical change in the rotation sound of the rotor. In addi-
tion, the position and direction of the sound source could
only be roughly estimated. Fig. 2 shows the 21 different
sound sources and volume levels used in the experiments.
The sound was generated from wav files and volume lev-
els are defined with the maximum value being 0 dB. The
volume level is an indication, however, has no complete
correlation with the ease of localization because the fre-
quency characteristics of the sound sources are different
from each other. The transfer function (G in Eq. (4)) used
in the MUSIC method was derived, not from actual mea-
surement, but from geometrical calculation.

3.2. Structure of Offline System
The structured offline sound source localization sys-

tem is described. The configuration is shown in Fig. 3.
A multi-channel sound signal recorder, RASP-243 (Sys-
tem In Frontier), and microphone array were mounted on

3. http://www.sifi.co.jp/system/modules/pico2/index.php?content id=4
[Accessed January 24, 2017]
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(a) Pelican: A microphone array attached
to a frame around the UAV.

(b) Zion: A microphone array on styrene
foam attached beneath the UAV.

(c) Balloon: A microphone array attached
around the balloon. Microphones are in-
dicated by blue lamps.

Fig. 1. UAVs with microphone array.

Table 1. Experiment conditions. Altitude, distance, and angle are approximate values.

Label UAV Direction of sound source Used sound source
Altitude Horizontal Azimuth Elevation Sound Number of

[m] distance angle angle source measurements
[m] [deg] [deg] type (of each sound source)

Pelican fixed 0 3 0 0 21 10
Zion fixed 0 3 0 0–360 1 10

(with interval
of 45)

Balloon fixed 0 3 0 65 20 10
Pelican flying A 5 3 60 0 7 3–10
Pelican flying B 5 5 45 0 7 3–10
Pelican flying C 5 10 27 0 7 3–10
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Fig. 2. Type and volume level of used sound sources.

both the Pelican and Zion for the synchronous record-
ing of 16 ch sound signals. For the balloon, RASP-ZX,4
smaller and lighter than RASP-24, was employed for the
synchronous recording of sound signals. The sound sig-
nals were recorded at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz,
and quantization bit rate of 24 bits. The recorded sound
signals and data from the sensors on the UAVs are trans-
mitted through Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11ac) to the processing

4. http://www.sifi.co.jp/system/modules/pico/index.php?content id=36
[Accessed January 24, 2017]

Pelican, Zion, Balloon

PC

Audio,
802.11ac

KML

Sensor

Microphone
Array

RASP-24

HARK Google Earth

Navigation data,
802.11ac

Fig. 3. Configuration of offline sound source localization
system.

PC. The received sound signals are processed in the PC
for localization by the iGEVD-MUSIC method after the
sound recording completes. HARK [17] was used for the
algorithm implementation. One of the characteristics of
this sound source localization system is the system can be
applied to various microphone arrays by changing only
the transfer function in Eq. (4), and this was achieved by
HARK. With this versatile system, the sound source lo-
calization system can be applied for practical use. The
sound source position is calculated in the absolute coordi-
nate system by using the two-dimensional sound source
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localization data in the UAV’s polar coordinate system
and navigational data. The sound source localization re-
sults are converted into a form of KML (Keyhole Markup
Language),5 and the KML data of the localization results
are then visualized on Google EarthTM.

3.3. Evaluation Indices
The following three indices were used to evaluate the

sound source localization.

• Index 1: Localization accuracy along different axes

• Index 2: Localization accuracy on UAV

• Index 3: Localization accuracy on sound source

Let N be the total number of sound sources, Cath be
the number of sound sources correctly localized within
the azimuth or elevation angle, ath, from the viewpoint
of the UAV, S be the number of sound sources local-
ized not located within the angle ath, D be the num-
ber of sound sources not localized, and I be the num-
ber of the sources that were not actual sound sources and
wrongly counted as sound sources. Index 1 is calculated
by (N−S−D−I)/N. Because C = N−S−D, Index 1 be-
comes negative with large I. This index is similar to LAR
(localization accuracy rate) [9] and its accuracy does not
change depending on the distance between the UAV and
sound source. In this experiment, ath of the azimuth angle
was set to 5◦ and that of the elevation angle was set to 10◦.

Index 2 shows whether the localized point lies within
an angle of bth from the sound source direction, from the
viewpoint of the UAV. Like Index 1, the accuracy of In-
dex 2 does not change depending on the distance between
the UAV and sound source. According to the LCR (lo-
calization correct rate) [9], the index is given by Cbth/N
where Cbth is the number of sound sources correctly lo-
calized within the angle bth. The localization is judged to
be successful when the following two conditions are si-
multaneously satisfied, as indicated by the shaded area in
Fig. 4(a).

|A−Are f | ≤ bth . . . . . . . . . . . . (13)
|E −Ere f | ≤ bth . . . . . . . . . . . . (14)

In this experiment, bth was set to 10o.
Index 3 shows whether the localized point lies within a

distance of cth from the sound source position. Like In-
dex 2, Index 3 is given by Ccth/N where Ccth is the number
of sound sources correctly localized within the distance
cth. The localization is judged to be successful when the
following condition is satisfied, as indicated by the shaded
area in Fig. 4(b).

Δd =
√

(xre f − xlocal)2 +(yre f − ylocal)2 ≤ cth (15)

In this experiment, cth was set to 1 m. Because the sound
source localization is created in the polar coordinate sys-
tem, the accuracy of this index is low, when the distance

5. https://developers.google.com/kml/ [Accessed January 24, 2017]

(a) Index 2

(b) Index 3

Fig. 4. Evaluation indices.

of the sound source from the UAV is long, even with the
same sound localization. Moreover, because the reference
value in Table 1 was not very accurate, the value was not
used as it was. Instead, the value was calibrated in the
following manner. A histogram of the localization results
was created and the central value of the histogram was
used as a reference, if it was within ±20◦ from the value
in Table 1.

3.4. Localization Results
The localization result of the offline system is evalu-

ated. Table 2 shows the calculation result of Index 1 with
both the Pelican and balloon fixed in position. With the
fixed Pelican, the sound localization was successful, even
in the presence of the rotor sound. The ringtone local-
ization performance was lower than the performance of
the localization of the other sound sources. This could be
because the ringtone has power concentrated at a specific
frequency, and hence, tends to be buried in the rotor sound
frequencies. On the other hand, the balloon showed lower
localization performance than the Pelican, irrespective of
no rotor sound. In particular, sound source localization
in terms of the elevation angle could be obtained, how-
ever, the localized direction was largely different from the
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Table 2. Calculation results of Index 1 for balloon fixed and Pelican fixed [%].

No symbol: 500–2800 Hz. *: 2800–6000 Hz. –: Cannot be calculated.
Voice Multiple voice Ambulance siren Bell Cymbal Train 2 trains

Balloon Azimuth 100 80 100 90 60 100 80
Elevation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pelican Azimuth 100 100∗ 100 100∗ 100 100∗ 100
Elevation 100 100∗ 100 100∗ 100 100∗ 100

Ringtone Building site Crow Motorbike Amusement park Whistle Alarm
Balloon Azimuth 60∗ 100 70 – 100 100 100

Elevation 0∗ 0 0 – 0 0 0
Pelican Azimuth 60∗ 100∗ 100 100∗ 100 100∗ 100

Elevation 60∗ 100∗ 100 100∗ 100 100∗ 100

Outside of truck Hand clapping 2 voices Horn Noise of female voice Announcement Inside of truck
Balloon Azimuth 70 60 80 50 70 80 70

Elevation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pelican Azimuth 100 90∗ 100 100 100∗ 100 100∗

Elevation 100 90∗ 100 100 100∗ 100 100∗

Table 3. Calculation
results of Index 1 for
Zion fixed [%].

Azimuth Elevation
−90◦ 90 90
−45◦ 100 100
−0◦ 100 100
45◦ 100 70
90◦ 100 90

180◦ 90 80

Table 4. Calculation results of Index 2 for Pelican in flight [%].

Voice Ambulance siren Bell Crow Whistle Horn Announcement
Pelican flying A – 86 100 100 90 60 0
Pelican flying B 70 – – – 100 100 –
Pelican flying C 80 – – – 90 60 –

Table 5. Calculation results of Index 3 for Pelican in flight [%].

Voice Ambulance siren Bell Crow Whistle Horn Announcement
Pelican flying A – 86 100 100 70 80 0
Pelican flying B 40 – – – 90 50 –
Pelican flying C 20 – – – 0 20 –

correct one. Some reasons for the poor localization per-
formance included the inability to fix the balloon’s po-
sition owing to the wind, as mentioned above, and the
deformation of the microphone array layout attached to
the surface of the balloon, which was deformed by the
wind. The sound source localization performance of the
balloon was expected to be better than that of the Pelican,
because the balloon did not generate rotor sound. There-
fore, the localization performance of the balloon should
be enhanced by improving the microphone configuration
and layout. Table 3 shows the calculation result of In-
dex 1 with the Zion fixed in position. The sound source
localization performance of Zion was investigated for dif-
ferent sound source directions. The analysis of the eleva-
tion angle was limited in the range from −45◦ to 0◦. The
calculation result indicates that the localization could be
performed, even in the presence of noise from the rotor.
The performance changed a little depending on the direc-
tion, however, the navigation data analysis showed that
the azimuth angle dependence of the localization perfor-
mance was caused by wind. Table 4 shows the calculation
result of Index 2 with the Pelican in flight, and Table 5
shows the calculation result of Index 3 under the same
condition. The data show that localization is more diffi-
cult under the “Flying” condition than under the “Fixed”
condition. The results for the whistle sound show that
the Index 2 performance was high for any distance and
Index 3 performance was lower as the distance became
longer (A → C). The accuracy rate of Index 2 was high,
even when the sound source distance was 10 m. How-

ever, Index 3 shows that the localization performance for
the whistle sound was low at this distance. Namely, the
2.5 dimensional sound source localization including dis-
tance estimation is difficult at this distance. This indicates
that step-by-step type active sound source localization is
needed, estimating, first, only the two-dimensional sound
source direction, approaching the sound source, and then,
performing the 2.5 dimensional sound source localization.
Because the distance to the sound source is short under
condition A, there is no large difference between Index 2
and Index 3. Namely, localization of some sound source
types was difficult, no matter which index was used. For
example, the announcement sound could not be localized.
This is because the SN (signal-to-noise) ratio of the an-
nouncement sound was small, owing to its small volume
level, as shown in Fig. 2.

3.5. Visualization of Localization Results
An experiment result under the “Flying” condition vi-

sualized with the visualization tool using Google EarthTM

is shown. Fig. 5 shows the experimentally obtained data.
Figs. 5(a) and (b) show the UAV trace on the x-y plane
and a temporal change in altitude, respectively. Figs. 5(c)
and (d) show the MUSIC spectra of azimuth angle θ and
elevation angle φ , respectively, of the recorded sound sig-
nals. The horizontal axis is the frame number, and the
vertical axis is θ or φ . The power of the sound in each
direction is shown on a color map. It is difficult to find
three-dimensional motion of the UAV from Figs. 5(a) and
(b). From Figs. 5(c) and (d), it could be seen that the
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Fig. 5. Obtained data. Three-dimensional motion and sound source direction of UAV cannot be intuitively recognized.

sound source localization was actually performed, how-
ever, it is difficult to intuitively find where and when the
sound source was localized. Fig. 6 shows snapshots of the
data visualized on Google EarthTM. The upper pictures
are the photographs taken with a camera and lower ones
are the visualized images on Google EarthTM. The cam-
era images did not show the location of the sound source,
however, the images visualizing the results of the sound
source localization show the three-dimensional motion of
the UAV, and indicate the location of the sound source, a
person, at the time of his/her speech. From the images,
the usability of developed visualization tool can be con-
firmed.

4. Online Sound Source Localization in Actual
Environment

The usability of the proposed offline system was con-
firmed in the previous section. Here, the offline system
is extended to the online system and perform real-time
sound source localization. An online sound source lo-
calization system was structured, and then, evaluated and
discussed results of the sound source localization experi-
ments conducted in an actual environment.

4.1. Measurement Condition
At the ImPACT Tough Robotics Challenge Test Meet-

ing in June 2016, a demonstration of the online sound
source localization was performed in an actual environ-

ment. Approximately 3 h of data obtained in the demon-
stration are evaluated. For the demonstration, the Bebop
Drone (Parrot) was used as the UAV. The maximum pay-
load was 200 g and flight time was 11 min. Compared to
the Pelican or Zion, the Bebop Drone has a smaller pay-
load, then, the body weight was reduced. The genuine
battery weighed 115 g and had a capacity of 1200 mAh,
however, the machine was modified to use a third party’s
lighter battery of a larger capacity (weight of 103 g and
capacity of 1300 mAh). In the demonstration, however,
we used an AC adaptor power supply for the Bebop Drone
for prolonged operation. Navigation data could be ob-
tained from the Bebop Drone, as from the Pelican, how-
ever, the data was not used as the measurement was per-
formed by fixing the Bebop Drone. A microphone ar-
ray of 8 MEMS microphones was mounted around the
UAV as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows a demonstration
layout of the sound source localization using the UAV.
The demonstration was performed in a poster session area
of the meeting. Because the exhibition area was next to
the entrance, through which several people passed with
significant noise. Moreover, another team performed a
demonstration using an air compressor in an area next to
our exhibition area, and the air compressor made signifi-
cant noise. The Bebop Drone was fixed on a tripod at a
height of approximately 1500 mm and the rotor spun at
a constant 2000 rpm. A fixed sound source was placed
at the lower front of the Bebop Drone and the sound of a
barking dog was generated from a speaker. The audience
spoke to the Bebop Drone from about 1–2 m distance in
the area shown in Fig. 8. The sound source of the audi-
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Snapshots (upper: camera images, lower: Images created with visualization tool). (a) Starting flight, (b) speaking, (c)
not speaking. Three-dimensional motion of the UAV and direction and position of a person, sound source, are displayed when the
person speaks.

Fig. 7. Bebop Drone with microphone array. The arrows
indicate the microphone array.

ence’s voice and fixed sound source were used as target
sound sources to localize.

4.2. Structure of Online System
The structured online sound source localization system

is described. The configuration is shown in Fig. 9. Similar
to the balloon experiment in the previous section, RASP-
ZX and a microphone array were used for synchronous
recording of 8 ch sound signals. The sound signals were
recorded at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and quantiza-
tion bit rate of 24 bits. An AC adapter was used to supply
power to the Bebop Drone for the long demonstration. To
prevent the crossing of radio waves, RASP-ZX was wired
through an Ethernet crossover cable to a processing PC,
which processed the sound signals in real time using the
iGSVD-MUSIC method. Similar to the offline system,

Entrance

Wall

Wall

Desk

Bebop Drone

Wall

Air compressor

Sound source
by loudspeaker

Sound source
by voice of audience

Fig. 8. Demonstration layout.

HARK was used for the implementation of the algorithm.
The sound source position in the absolute coordinate sys-
tem was calculated from the obtained two-dimensional
sound source localization data in the UAV polar coordi-
nate system and navigation data, and transferred in a form
of KML through the Ethernet crossover cable to the sound
source localization result display tablet. On the tablet, the
sound source localization results are displayed on Google
EarthTM using the KML data, similar to the offline sys-
tem.

4.3. Results of Localization
The result of the sound source localization is shown.

Only the azimuth angle θ and elevation angle φ of the Be-
bop Drone were used as evaluation parameters, as shown
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Tablet

Bebop Drone

PC

Audio,
ethernet

crossover cable

KML,
ethernet

crossover cable

Microphone
Array

RASP-ZX

HARK

Google Earth

Fig. 9. Configuration of online sound source localization
system.

Sound source
direction

Fig. 10. Evaluation parameters.
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in Fig. 10, because the sound sources were located close
to the drone. Fig. 11 shows the sound source distribution
area calculated from a rough positional relation between
the Bebop Drone and sound sources. The area of the fixed
sound source was at θ of approximately 0◦ and φ from ap-
proximately −60◦ to −30◦, and the area of the audience’s
voice was at θ from approximately 0◦ to 90◦ and φ from
approximately −30◦ to 0◦. Figs. 12(a)–(d) show the MU-
SIC spectra obtained at different times. The horizontal
axis is θ and vertical axis is φ . The power of the sound in
each direction is shown on a color map. At the times of
Figs. 12(a) and (b), the proposed method suppressed sta-
tionary noise and detected strong power in the direction
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Fig. 12. MUSIC spectra at various times.

of the fixed sound source and audience’s voice. At the
times of Figs. 12(c) and (d), the method could also detect
the direction of the noise behind the Bebop Drone and air
compressor.

4.4. Change in Detection Accuracy by Parameters
The localization result of the online system is evalu-

ated. As in the previous section, various sound sources,
other than the target sound source, could be detected in
the measurement. However, these sources were not target
sources. The method of identifying the sound source type
using deep learning was proposed [18], and this method
could be used to extract only the target sound source.
However, implementation of the online sound source lo-
calization will be a future problem.

In this paper, sounds, other than the target sound,
are excluded by adjusting the parameters, including the
threshold and detection area. In the offline system,
the threshold or detection area can be determined while
checking all obtained data. However, in the online sys-
tem, those parameters have to be determined for unknown
data. In order to have a guideline of appropriate parame-
ter design, a change in the detection accuracy by changing
the parameters was evaluated. Because the location of the
target sound source is known in this measurement con-
dition, the target sound source direction was estimated by
setting the threshold within a specific angle range from the
MUSIC spectrum, shown in the previous section. Fig. 13
shows the histograms of the sound source estimation in
each direction with different thresholds. Figs. 13(a), (b),
(c) and (d) show the results with the threshold being set
to 21.0 dB, 21.3 dB, 21.6 dB, and 22.0 dB. As shown in
Fig. 12, the horizontal axis is θ and vertical axis is φ . In
the figures, the frequencies of localizing sound sources in
each directions is presented in a log scale on a color map.
When the threshold is low, as shown in Fig. 13(a), the
sound sources in the directions other than the target sound
source direction, were often localized. With a higher
threshold, the sound sources in the directions other than
the target sound source direction, were localized less fre-
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Fig. 13. Histograms of sound source estimation in each di-
rection with threshold: (a) 21.0 dB, (b) 21.3 dB, (c) 21.6 dB,
and (d) 22.0 dB.

quently. It was found that not only limiting the detection
area, but also setting an appropriate threshold, was effec-
tive in distinguishing target sound and non-target sound.
Thus, we discuss the relation between the threshold and
detection accuracy. The miss detection probability and
false detection probability are evaluated to simplify the
discussion. From the definition in Section 3.3, the miss
detection probability is given by (N−C)/N, and false de-
tection probability by (S + I)/(C + S + I). In this mea-
surement, exact direction of the sound source cannot be
known because the sound source direction changed over
time, and no calibration was performed. Thus, the miss
detection probability and false detection probability was
calculated using the sound source detected in the area
shown in Fig. 8 as the correct one. Fig. 14 shows the
miss detection probability of the target sound source. The
miss detection probability was calculated by successively
changing the threshold at an interval of 0.01. The hori-
zontal axis is the threshold and vertical axis is the miss
detection probability. When the threshold was 21.0 dB,
the miss detection probability was almost 0%. When the
threshold was 21.5 dB, the miss detection probability was
approximately 80%. The false detection probability of
the target sound source is shown in Fig. 15. Similar to
Fig. 14, the false detection probability was calculated by
successively changing the threshold at an interval of 0.01.
The horizontal axis is the threshold and vertical axis is the
false detection probability. The dotted line presents the
false detection probability calculated from the result of
the entire area detection, and the solid line is the false de-
tection probability calculated from the result of the front
area (θ : −90◦ to 90◦). The false detection probability
decreased by approximately 30% when the detection area
was limited to the front side rather than when it is not.
It is therefore effective to limit the detection area. Fur-
ther, it can be seen that the false detection probability
decreased when the threshold increased. Thus, the miss
detection probability and false detection probability is a
tradeoff relation. In particular, the miss detection proba-
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Fig. 14. Miss detection probability of target sound source.
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bility changes significantly with the threshold, and hence,
the threshold should be set in the order of 10−2 dB.

4.5. Discussions
The parameter setting is discussed. The DET (detection

error tradeoff) curve [19] was created from Figs. 14 and
15. The DET curve presents a change in the miss detec-
tion probability and false detection probability by chang-
ing the threshold, with the horizontal axis being the false
detection probability and vertical axis being the miss de-
tection probability. The curve is important to set an ap-
propriate threshold. The DET curve of this measurement
environment is shown in Fig. 16. The dotted line is a DET
curve created from the result of the entire area detection
and solid line is a DET curve created from the result of the
front area detection. A threshold was set using these DET
curves as indices. Because the false detection probability
and miss detection probability are in a tradeoff relation,
the threshold should be set difference which probability
attach weight. Reduction of the miss detection probabil-
ity is important because the aim of this study is to locate a
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victim in a disaster-stricken place. In this demonstration,
the detection area was limited to the front area, and the
threshold was set such that the miss detection probabil-
ity was approximately 5% and false detection probability
was approximately 15%.

However, the following problems could arise when the
system is used in a disaster-stricken area.

• The threshold and other parameters have to be ap-
propriately set in real time as the sound recording
condition dynamically changes in actual flying situ-
ations.

• In the demonstration, the target sound source and
non-target sound source were located in different
directions, and the directions were known. How-
ever, in actual situations, sound from a target sound
source and sound from a non-target sound source
could come from any direction.

• When a victim’s voice is detected from above, the
distance to the victim would be much larger than the
distance used in the demonstration, and the SN ratio
of the same level as in the demonstration would not
be ensured owing to the presence of debris and the
victim’s health condition.

Solutions to these problems, as well as development of
an online speech recognition system must be studied in
future work.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, proposed method was extended to obtain
a more practical one, a system was designed and imple-
mented, and sound source localization experiments were
then conducted in an actual environment. First, a 2.5 di-
mensional sound source localization method was pro-
posed and used the method to structure an offline sound
source localization system. The accuracy of the localiza-
tion results was then evaluated and discussed. As a result,
the usability of the extended proposed method and newly
developed three-dimensional visualization tool could be
confirmed. Further, a change in the detection accuracy
owing to the type and distance of sound source could be
found. Next, the offline system was extended to an online
system and performed real-time sound source localiza-
tion. The sufficient localization performance level could
be confirmed, as in the offline case. Then, localization of
only a target sound source was studied. In the real-time
sound source localization, it is necessary to set a thresh-
old and other parameters to unknown data. Therefore, the
relation between the parameters and detection accuracy
was evaluated. As a result, it was found that an appro-
priate threshold could be determined from a DET curve
calculated from the miss detection probability and false
detection probability, and the target sound source could be
detected at a desired target accuracy. However, problems
with the sound source localization in actual environments

were found, and these problems should be examined in
future work.
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